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The Artistic Ensemble is a rigorous, creative practice at 
San Quentin Prison where participants hone their artistic tools 
in exploring their personal journeys and their intersection with 
systemic forces of poverty, violence, power, and incarceration.

The Artistic Ensemble members support one another to grow
artistically believing that the synthesis of intellect with

embodiment, imagination, empathy and creativity 
offer concrete tools for positive change.

The Artistic Ensemble is sponsored by the Insight Prison Project.

IPP is committed to transforming the lives 
of those impacted by incarceration through programs 
that inspire reflection, compassion, and accountability. 
IPP holds space for incarcerated individuals to heal and 

to understand self and society. Restorative justice processes 
like Victim-Offender Education Group support emotional 

growth and responsibility.

Current Ensemble Members

Adnan Khan
Anouthinh “Choy” Pangthong

Antwan “Banks” William
Belize Villafranco
Chris Marshall, Sr.

Eric Lowery AKA Mike Lowery
Gary Harrell

Gino Sevacos
Ira Perry

Julian Glenn Padgett (Luke)
Juancito

Lawrence Pela
Le’Mar “Maverick” Harrison

Maurice “Reese” Reed
Neiland Franks

Nythell “Nate” Collins
Richie Morris

Rodney (RC) Capell
Rauch Draper

Upumoni S. Ama
Amie Dowling, Freddy Gutierrez, 

Tatiana Chaterji, Sebastian Alvarez

Soundboard Operator: Stephen Pascascio

Former Ensemble Members

Ellen Berry, Gary Snodgrass, Joey Mason, Donnie Walker 
Carlos Flores, Joseph Demerson, Kroung Songkra, 

Kurt Vonstaden, Larry Mosley, Madniz Smith,
Paul Comauex, Phil Mandendez, Richard Honea,

Shadeed Wallace-Stepter, Tristan Jones, Watani Stiner

When you arrive, you are invited to join the Ensemble
members in one of the conversation circles on stage.

Each circle will discuss one of these questions:

 
What events or moments in your life have deeply impacted you?

 What decisions have you made that you question today?

 
What inventions are you aware have been created in the last 30 years?
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Step onto sheets

Belize and Gary exit with chairs and table

9. 10.

11. Camera flash Click sound - Belize beat 12. Belize stops - Gary plays harmonica

13. harmonica breathing 14.

15. sandy wind sound 16.  sandy wind sound
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17. wind fades out 18. trembling drone sound

19. sound intensifies 20. Mav slams sheet on the floor - sound drops
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23. 24.
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25. 26.

27. 28. shovel tick sound

29. Haka bass 30.

31. airplane sound 32.
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All the places I’ve been incarcerated 
 
5 men stand scattered around room- back to audience 
One by one, first line, tie sheet on ankle of one of the men 
On each spoken line, walk to next man to hold sheet. 
Making a web… 
 
Each man holding end of sheet, untangle 
5 men stand facing side- 
 
Chris 
 
88’ Long Beach City Jail, L.A. County Jail 
89’ Chino Reception, Corcoran 
89’-92’ Old Folsom 
92’-94’ Calipatria 
94’-present day: San Quentin State Prison 
 
Belize 
 
19 Van Nuys County Jail 
35 L.A. County Jail, Glass House 
36 Delano  
37 Corcoran 
40 Tehachapi 
51 San Quentin State Prison 
 
Eric 
 
I was 12 Boys Intake/Alameda County Juvenile Hall 
14 2nd Step Group Home, Fremont, CA 
18 (1998) Holding tank/North County Jail 
21 (2001) Dark Room/Oakland Superior Court House 
San Quentin 
 
Richie 
 
81’ I was 21, Picayune, Mississippi 
85’ Ceres, California 
Old Folsom 
New Folsom 
Old Folsom, again 
2015, I am 54, San Quentin 
 
Prince 
 
Delano  
New Folsom 94’ 
Wasco 2000, I was 32 
Soledad  
San Quentin 2012 I am 48 
 



Richie’s(Day(

(

I(wake(up(at(5am,(always(at(5,(never(at(4:30,(never(at(5:30((

I(always(wake(up(at(5am.(

I(set(my(day(in(order(

I(make(coffee,(1(teaspoon(of(Folgers,(always(Folgers(instant(

I(use(cream(and(1(packet,(just(1(packet(of(sugar(

(

I(walk(the(39(stairs(down(to(the(Chow(Hall,((

39(stairs,(13(stairs(in(each(tier,((

Three(tiers(of(stairs(

(

I(look(at(the(line(or(stand(in(the(line(

I(am(either(looking(at(lines(or(standing(in(lines(

The(same(faces,(the(same(people,(standing(or(looking(at(the(lines(

(

I(sit(in(the(same(seat(every(morning((

13(rows(in,(never(the(12th,(not(the(14th(

Always(the(13th(row(in,((

I(sit(in(the(same(seat.(

(

They(don't(bother(me(in(the(morning(

In(the(evening(they(will(stop(me(

But(not(in(the(morning,(in(the(morning(they(never(bother(me.(

(

On(Monday(and(Friday(there(is(peanut(butter(in(box(lunches(

The(rest(of(the(week,(it(is(a(brown(bag(lunch.(

(Tuesday,(Wednesday(and(Thursday,(Meat,(sealed(carrots(and(a(cookie(

On(Monday(and(Friday(there(is(peanut(butter(in(box(lunches(

But(never(on(Tuesday,(never(on(Wednesday,((or(on(Thursday(

(



Adnan: What if (exit SR) 

Los: my parents never brought us to America? 

Lawrence: What if (SR) 

Luke: my family was rich? 

RC: What if (SR) 

Luke: We traded places? 

Nate: What if (SL) 

Prince: I had parents that helped me? 

Donny: What if (SL) 

Los: I learned to play soccer as a child? 

Chris: What if (SR) 

Los: My children came to prison? 

Chris: What if  

Los: I had been a good father? 

Belize: What if (SR) 

Luke: You didn’t have to check the box? 

Reese: What if (SL) 

Prince: I was never born? 

Upu: What if (SR) 

Prince: I never sold drugs? 

Upu: What if  

Prince: I had followed my instincts? 

Eric: What if (SL) 



Luke: there was no gravity? 

Mav: What if (SL) 

 
Los: my brother was never killed? 
 
Roach: What if (SL) 
 
Luke: I didn’t believe all my thoughts? 
 
Roach: What if  
 
Prince: you could right all your wrongs? 
 
Roach: What if  
 
Los: this was all a dream   
 

!



!
Faultline)

Audience)Feedback)

!
The!Artistic!Ensemble’s!work!is!deep!and!important!because!of!the!connection!to!
people!whose!lives!we!see!through!a!window!that!you!all!have!opened.!The!work!is!
unlike!the!hundreds!or!even!thousands!of!performance!pieces!where!the!people!
who!have!lived!lives!of!trauma!and!addiction!tell!their!stories!before!audiences.!
Where!we!become!the!voyeurs!or!the!judges!of!their!suffering!and!then!applaud.!!As!
someone!who!has!watched!many!of!these!performances!and!films,!the!AE’s!work!
allows!us!to!experience!confinement!and!the!opposite!of!confinement…!movement!
in!space!and!release!from!being!caged!and!controlled.!!
!
The!performances!held!in!the!chapel!of!the!prison!for!staff!and!the!community!were!
not!confessional,!but!intertwined!complex!stories!and!movement.!!I!do!believe!that!
everyone!in!the!audience!no!matter!where!each!of!us!were!coming!from!understood!
more!about!the!lives!of!these!particular!men!and!so!many!others!after!witnessing!
the!performance.!As!a!multiCracial,!multiCethnic!company!of!men!of!serving!extreme!
sentences!you!are!unique.!(Creating!and!sustaining!a!multiCracial,!multiCethnic!
company!in!a!California!prison!is!itself!noteworthy.)!!
!
People!seeing!your!work,!whether!they!are!familiar!with!incarceration!or!someone!
raised!on!cop!shows!and!videogames,!will!have!their!eyes!and!hearts!opened.!Once!
again,!what!you!have!created!is!something!about!individual!human!beings!and!more!
than!individual,!about!the!cruelty!and!dehumanization!of!prison!and!also!about!
resilience,!dignity!and!living!to!tell!the!tale.!This!work!could!not!be!done!without!the!
deep!feeling!and!deep!understanding!of!the!complexity!and!meanings!of!the!carceral!
state.!!
!
What!has!been!created!in!the!last!40!years!with!or!without!our!complicity!needs!to!
be!challenged!at!the!root.!!This!does!not!mean!tinkering!at!the!edges!with!calls!for!
reforming!sentencing!for!people!convicted!of!“nonCviolent!offences.”!Performance!
that!is!created!by!and!with!survivors!(“nothing!about!us,!without!us”)!and!artists,!
that!is!transformative!for!all:!incarcerated!and!formerly!incarcerated!men,!students,!
the!artists!and!the!audience!is!key!if!we!are!to!make!the!needed!fundamental!
change.!!
_________________________________________________________________________________________________!
!
I)want)to)start)by)thanking)you)and)all)those)involved)for)inviting)me)Faultline.)It)is)hard)to)call)
this)event)simply)a)performance,)for)it)was)an)ephemeral)experience)that)is)still)resonating)

inside)of)me.)Throughout)the)discussion)at)the)end,)themes)of)humanity)kept)coming)up.)Upon)

leaving)the)performance,)it)dawned)on)me)how)rare)it)is)that)we)get)to)sit)in)a)room)full)of)

strangers)and)just)get)“to+be”)human.)It)seems)like)such)a)simple)concept,)but)it)is)becoming)

rarer)and)rarer)to)find.)So)many)artists)and)arts)organizations)seek)to)create)such)experiences,)

but)the)Artistic)Ensemble)pulled)it)off)more)successfully)than)I)have)ever)experienced.)This)



communal)experience)was)a)true)gift,)and)I)want)to)thank)everyone)involved)for)that.)Overall,)I)

found)Faultline)to)be)a)powerful)work)that)was)well)executed)on)every)level.)
)

The)performances)were)fearless)and)the)talent)within)the)group)is)clearly)immense.)I)thought)

the)structure)of)the)work)was)also)very)successful:)The)discussions)at)the)beginning)were)

engaging)and)I)thought)it)set)a)great)tone)for)the)rest)of)the)experience,)that)we)were)clearly)

there)to)have)a)dialogue.)This)was)then)continued)through)to)the)talkHback)which)felt)like)a)real)

conversation)H)the)marker)of)a)truly)successful)piece.)I)also)want)to)applaud)the)excellent)sound)

design.)Atmospheric)sound)cues)are)difficult)to)execute)well)H)they)can)often)be)superfluous)or)

not)effective)H)and)every)sound)cue)was)purposeful)and)also)worked)well)with)the)live)sound)

being)created)by)the)performers.)The)airplane)sounds)was)one)moment)that)really)stuck)with)

me.))

)

)

!
It is difficult to put into words what I experienced at the Artistic Ensemble a few weeks ago. I think 
one of the reasons I am having trouble putting my thoughts “down on paper” is because the 
experience fulfilled one of art’s most important goals—to transcend words.  
 
I was moved. I continue to think about what I watched, heard, saw, and felt. 
 
I was struck by feeling in that room that I was at an “everyday” performance, as if I was at a theater 
in downtown San Francisco. Despite all of the rituals I was instructed to go through prior to having 
the opportunity to simply sit down and sit back for the show, it only took a short while for me to fall 
into a place of being an audience member at a professional show.  
 
Seeing people as people, instead of as the categories we are placed in in society, is beyond 
critical. Perhaps it is the most important thing in moving humanity toward progress. This 
performance gave me this gift.  I am, and will forever be, grateful. Thank you. 
 
 
It was an absolute honor to witness the work that you have created. Your efforts show 
through every single word, movement, image marinated in your truths and beings. I was 
overwhelmed by the presence you possessed as performers and that you all have crafted 
such potent images right from the beginning, starting with the circle discussions, all the 
way to the end, the Q&A.  
 
I was struck by the recurring image of the sheets, how they first were this oppressive and 
suffocating force, enacted by stoic figures and later chains and restraints. That amazing 
movement section where one of the performers was tied by the hands and legs was so 
powerful and visceral. I really connected with that kinesthetically.  
 
The suffocating motif returned when the gentlemen (Gary?) playing the harmonica was 
covered in all those jackets, all that time and history on him.  Then the jackets again- as 
the chains, and the lumbering tail- attached and whipping through the air as the dancer 



tried to run. To me, the jackets, a symbol of the system of incarceration, as well as other 
oppressive systems present in our society- poverty, racism… 
 
Not only was the physicality powerful, but your words were as well, the language was 
sparse but impactful. The sections of single words- each man choosing his experience- 
this is art- this truth.  Many experiences folded to make one. Then there were those pieces 
that continue- with the questions and response-two men on opposite corners facing the 
same way. Philosophical life concerns- how do we choose? It was beautiful. The 
powerful trio spoken word section- the loop of life inside, the day in-ness and day out-
ness perfectly captured by the building volume, frustration and then frozen- back to the 
slowness of the jackets being lifted. 
______________________________________________________________________ 
      
We gathered into our circles onstage; there was an electric chatter running round the room 
as the artists exchanged last reminders. Adnan leaned toward me and, with thoughtful 
earnestness, started the conversation: what does it mean to have mobile phones, the internet, 
a sweeping ubiquity of surveillance cameras, the prospect of drones hovering over 
doorsteps? Texting. Swiping. Skyping. Data-mining. The terms were an ominous poem of 
their own, a foreshadowing of Prince’s captivating meditation on the crumbling of the 
earth’s future.  
 
As everyone leaned in to hear the conversation, it struck me that the Artistic Ensemble is 
characterized by this extraordinary capacity to listen deeply, to share, to witness, to make 
others feel heard and seen. Without the devices and inventions that distract us in our outside 
lives, the AE seems to cultivate a quality of generous, focused attentiveness that most of us 
have lost. It is a terrible irony—a blessing born of deprivation—but also something that I 
feel I am slowly learning back again from the group. We see this in the final scene, when the 
stones spell out “We Are Here.” It is a resounding call to remember that we as a country 
have instituted a politics of exclusion and incarceration that locks up people who have so 
much to give back to the world—their artistry, their humanity, their intellect, their caring, 
their teaching, their resilience. But it is also a reminder, like the sheet that Maverick stretched 
out to me as he edged himself forward on the floor, his breath ragged, seeking a hand that 
would reach back to connect with him, that among the things you have to give us, one is 
your here-ness, your commitment to being present for each other. You are willing to trust each 
other: to fall backwards, as Choi does, into an outstretched nest of arms that you know will 
be there.  
 
New elements had been added to the piece since I had last seen rehearsal: “Richie’s Day” 
was enunciated now with a pent-up rage that built and built as the routine of days and weeks 
repeated itself. When Upu led the Haka, later in the performance, I thought about how he 
had found two different channels for this powerful will to fight back: you can shout in 
frustration, overwhelmed by the eternal sameness of the routine of incarceration, or you can 
dance like a warrior. And, as many of the artists said in the Q & A, if you dance in a place 
like San Quentin, you are dancing for yourself—to declare your right to personhood, to give 
voice to your own creativity—but you are also dancing for others. Upu taught the dance to 
Choi and Adnan; Banks and Luke choreographed a section of their own; the wall phrase, the 
lowering of the sheets, and the interlocking of bodies and jackets are all moments that 



require you to trust.  
 
At so many moments in the piece I felt the artists breathing together (even as many in the 
audience held their breath, caught up in the tension and urgency of the performance). It 
reminded me of Los saying—after Waterline, I think—that when people shared lines, they 
were being trusted with parts of others’ lives. In Faultline, the sharing of burdens is quite 
explicit: when one person names an event with impact, everyone points to some part of their 
bodies. And Rauch is so brave in this scene. I don’t need to know whose line that was to 
know that this is a part of someone’s life, now being entrusted to me. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
!


